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Hook rail on the side: 
With three additional sliding 
stainless steel hooks, for example 
for safety harness, respirator 
mask, etc.

Security compartment with additional top shelf:
Important details on model 48315: The security compartment door
does not project beyond the housing when opened, thus keeping the 
passageway clear (= safety even during hectic changing situations).

For additional furnishing examples 
from a market leader, please see
the Evolo fire service lockers
brochure or our website at 
www.cp.de /evolo

Optimum corrosion protection thanks to optional feet made of plastic:
They consistently underpin the linear design and have a protective sleeve
that covers the adjusting screw when the optional height adjustment is 
used. An ingenious feature!

Foldable helmet holder:
made of glass-fiber reinforced
plastic, for better protection of
the helmet by the curved support 
and practical folding function
for easier removal.

Pract ica l  detai ls :  S 3000 EVOLO 

C+P double coat hooks:
Oval special changing room
rail with twist-proof double sliding 
hooks. Can support a large load
and is very easy to use, with system 
holder, e.g., for coat hangers or
a movable partition.
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Shoe tray:
The shoe tray collects dirty water
and foreign objects from the
bottom of shoes and protects
the locker from damage.
Cleaning is no problem thanks
to its easy removal.

Special combination lock:
With scrambling and master
key function to keep valuables 
and personal items safely
locked away.

Fire service lockers
with helmet holder
on locker roof ...........................

Fire service lockers
Compartment width 400 mm ...

Fire service lockers
Compartment width 500 mm ...

Fire service wardrobes ........

F i re serv ice lockers

Step tread with top handle: 
For easy access of the helmet holder on top of the locker for
shorter people.

Fire service
combination locker ...............
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1. 520 1010 1500

 1 x 500 2 x 500 3 x 500

4 6 8

48315-131 48315-231 48315-331

    

1. 520 1010 1500

 1 x 500 2 x 500 3 x 500

4 6 8

48315-13 48315-23 48315-33

    

2.
487

400 500

Compartment width 500 mm, with the following equipment: foldable helmet holder inside on the top right,
storage shelf or optionally security compartment inside on the top left. Sturdy wardrobe rail made of oval profile
below with 4 twist-proof sliding hooks, hook rail on the side with 3 sliding hooks for safety harness, etc.,
bottom can be swept out smoothly. 

Ordering steps: Dimensions and design Body color Options

Order no. 48315-13 
+ 48015-711L
(combination lock)

Internal dimensions of helmet compartment: 
320 x 250 (H x W)

Internal dimensions from wardrobe rail
to bottom of locker: 
1360 x 445 x 565 mm (H x W x D)

Height 1850 mm
Depth 600 mm

Dimensions and
design

Width

Compartments

open
compart-
ment

CSC

Order no.

Price 

Lockers with security
compartment
with cylinder lock and 2 keys (combination
lock for additional charge) 

Interior dimensions of security compartment: 
155 x 125 x 320 mm (H x W x D)

Dimensions and
design

Width

Compartments

with
security
compartment

CSC

Order no.

Price 

Fire service lockers

Body color (fire red RAL 3000 for no addtl. charge)
Please select (see end of catalog for color overview) .................................................................................................

■   Sturdy steel construction with high-quality
enamel coating

■   Choice of different dimensions and compartment widths

■   Many sub-frame options customized to
specific requirements

■  Security compartment (door does not project
beyond the housing)

The S 3000 Evolo fire service lockers offer:
■  Combination lock with master key and

scrambling function

■  Adjustment screws, level adjustable from the inside

■  Optional: locker feet made of plastic = increased 
protection against corrosion of the locker!

■   Practical accessories, proven under
operating conditions

Sub-frame
with feet, 
optional

Recessed
security
compartment

Special
helmet holder, 
foldable

Combination 
lock

Different
compartment 
widths

Adjustment 
screws, level 
adjustable

S 3000 EVOLO
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1. 420 810 1200 1590

 1 x 400 2 x 400 3 x 400 4 x 400

3 5 6 8

48215-121 48215-221 48215-321 48215-421

     

1. 420 810 1200 1590

 1 x 400 2 x 400 3 x 400 4 x 400

3 5 6 8

48215-12 48215-22 48215-32 48215-42

     

+
193

+

 2000

+ 4800-70251

  

Compartment width 400 mm, with the following equipment: security compartment on top,
below that phenolic HPL shelf in black with foldable helmet holder. Sturdy wardrobe rail made of oval profile
below with 3 twist-proof sliding hooks, hook strip with 3 movable hooks for safety harness, etc. on the side,
bottom can be swept out smoothly.

Order no. 48215-22
+ 4800-70251 (feet made of plastic)
+ 2x 48015-711R (combination lock) 

F i re serv ice lockers

CSC = color surcharge code number

HPL = high-pressure laminate

Internal height of the helmet compartment: 
300 mm

Internal dimensions from barre
porte-manteau to bottom of locker: 
1130 x 330 x 465 mm (H x W x D) 

Height 1850 mm
Depth 500 mm

Dimensions and
design

Width

Compartments

open
compart-
ment

CSC

Order no.

Price 

Lockers with security
compartment
with cylinder lock and 2 keys as well as
insertion slot (H 25 x W 195 mm) above the 
door (combination lock for additional charge) 

Interior dimensions of security compartment: 
200 x 288 x 435 mm (H x W x D)

Dimensions and
design

Width

Compartments

with
security
compartment

CSC

Order no.

Price 

Fire service lockers

Accessories
Additional fittings, combination lock ...................................................................................................................................................................

Longer delivery time possible for fire service lockers 

Feet
Plastic version,
150 mm high,
height-adjustable
by approx. 10 mm
(4 pieces)

Color Black
Locker height

+ Order no.

+ Addtl.charge 
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48015-121 48015-221 48015-321 48015-421

     

1. 420 810 1200 1590

 1 x 400 2 x 400 3 x 400 4 x 400

3 5 6 8
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1. 420 810 1200 1590
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+
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+
 2185

 2000

+ 4800-70251

  

F i re serv ice lockers

Total height with 
helmet holder 2035 mm

Locker height 1850 mm
Depth 500 mm

Dimensions and
design

Width

Compartments

open
compart-
ment

CSC

Order no.

Price 

Lockers with security compartment
with cylinder lock and 2 keys as well as
insertion slot (H 25 x W 195 mm),
combination lock for additional charge

Interior dimensions of security compartment:
200 x 288 x 435 mm (H x W x D)

Dimensions and
design

Width

Compartments

with
security
compartment

CSC

Order no.

Price 

Lockers with security compart-
ment and other compartment
with cylinder lock and 2 keys as well as
insertion slot (H 25 x W 195 mm),
below that open compartments,
combination lock for additional charge

Interior dimensions of security compartment: 
200 x 288 x 435 mm (H x W x D)

Dimensions and
design

Width

Compartments

with
security
compartment
+ other
compartment

CSC

Order no.

Price 

Fire service lockers

Body color (fire red RAL 3000 for no addtl. charge)
Please select (see end of catalog for color overview) .................................................................................................

Accessories
Additional fittings, combination lock ............................................................................................................................................................... see right

Ordering steps: Dimensions and design Body color Options

Compartment width 400 mm, with the
following equipment: foldable helmet holder
on the locker roof (delivered separately, for easy
DIY assembly), one open compartment inside
at the top, optionally with security compartment
with insertion slot, additional storage shelf
optional. Sturdy wardrobe rail made of oval
profile below with 3 twist-proof sliding hooks,
hook rail on the side with 3 sliding hooks for
safety harness, etc., bottom can be swept
out smoothly.

Feet
Plastic version,
150 mm high,
height-adjustable
by approx.
10 mm (4 pieces)

Color Black
Total height with 
helmet holder

Locker height

+ Order no.

+ Addtl.charge 

S 3000 EVOLO
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+ 8501-011

  

 + 8000-20

  

 + 4800-707

  

+ 48015-713

  

+ 8078-713

  

 + 48015-711L + 48015-711R

   

+

 + 48015-770

  

CSC = color surcharge code number

Accessor ies for f i re serv ice lockers

Order no. 48115-22 
+ 4800-70251 (feet made of plastic)
+ 2x 48015-770 (step tread including handle)
+ 2x 48015-711R (combination lock)

Special coat hangerCombination lockStep tread with top handle and shoe tray

Longer delivery time possible for fire service lockers 

Individual helmet holder
Foldable, made of black gray plastic
Price per unit

+ Order no.

+ Price 

Electrolytically zinc-plated, 
enamel-coated design
per compartment

Design zinc-plated
+ Order no.

+ Addtl.charge 

Shoe tray, black
made of plastic, for compartments W 400 and 
500 mm, easy to adapt, price per compartment

+ Order no.

+ Addtl.charge 

Master key
for combination
lock 48015-711L /R

+ Order no.

+ Addtl.charge 

Special coat hanger
Special coat hangers with drying
function (also for interiors),
made of plastic, black, in bulk

+ Order no.

+ Addtl.charge 

Combination lock in the
security compartment 
With scrambling option as well as emergency 
opening and code finding by means of master key

Door hinged on left on right
+ Order no.

+ Addtl.charge 

Step tread
with additional top handle
(wall mount required), additional 
charge per compartment

Design Aluminum
+ Order no.

+ Addtl.charge 

Feet made of plastic 
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1. 1100

 2

6

48615-000

  

+
+ 48015-770

  

2.
487

Ordering steps: Dimensions and design Body / door color Options

F i re serv ice combinat ion locker

The S 3000 Evolo
fire service combination locker
and fire service wardrobes offer:
■  Sturdy steel construction with high-quality enamel coating

■  Tried and tested open compartments or locker intermediate
parts with well thought-out equipment solutions for professional 
storage of fire service equipment

■  Double-tier compartments with doors for safe storage of
street clothes and personal items

■  Doors hinged on the right, borne on bolt hinges, shortened at
top for slot, valuables compartment on the door inside behind it

■  Convenient doorstop silencer for pleasant closing behavior

■  Ergonomic safety turning bolt latch for padlock
with door protection as practical basic fittings

■  Cabinets and wardrobes level adjustable from the inside
thanks to adjustment screws

■  Optional: locker feet made of plastic
= increased protection against corrosion of the locker!

■ Practical accessories, proven under operating conditions

Order no. 48615-000
+ 4800-70251 (feet made of plastic)
+ 2x 48015-770 (step tread including handle)

Open compartments, compartment width 400 mm, with the following equipment: foldable
helmet holder and shelf inside at the top. Sturdy wardrobe rail made of oval profile below with
2 twist-proof sliding hooks and 2 special coat hangers, hook rail on the side with 3 sliding hooks
for safety harness, etc., bottom can be swept out smoothly.

Closed double-tier compartment, compartment width 300 mm, with the following equipment:
Doors shortened at top for insertion, safe behind on the inside of the door and sturdy wardrobe rail
made of oval profile with 3 twist-proof sliding hooks.

Internal height of the helmet compartment:
300 mm

Clear opening dimensions per door:
813 x 230 x 465 mm (H x W x D)

Height 1850 mm, depth 500 mm

Dimensions and
design

Width

for people

Steel doors CSC

Order no.

Price 

Fire service combination locker

Special coat hanger

Doors shortened at the top
for slot

Step tread
with additional top handle 
(wall mount required),
additional charge per
compartment

Design Aluminum

+ Order no.

+ Addtl.charge 

Body and door color (fire red RAL 3000 for no addtl. charge)
Please select (see end of catalog for color overview) .................................................................................................

S  3000 EVOLO
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2.
487

1. 1260 1880

 2 4

6 6

48415-012 48415-024

   

+
193

+

 2000

+ 4800-70251

  

CSC = color surcharge code number Longer delivery time possible for fire service lockers 

Body and door color (fire red RAL 3000 for no addtl. charge)
Please select (see end of catalog for color overview) .................................................................................................

F i re serv ice wardrobes

Dimensions and
design

Width

for people

Description
of the lockers

2x locker and locker intermediate
parts with the following equipment:

2 foldable helmet holders and
1 shelf at the top, below that

1 wardrobe rail with 2 special coat
hangers and 2 hooks,

1 zinc-plated shoe shelf at the bottom

2x locker double-tier and locker intermediate 
parts with the following equipment:

4 foldable helmet holders and
1 shelf at the top, below that

1 wardrobe rail with 4 special coat
hangers and 4 hooks,

1 zinc-plated shoe shelf at the bottom

Steel doors CSC

Order no.

Price 

Order no. 48415-012
+ 2x 4800-70251 (feet made of plastic)

Double-tier lockers, compartment width 300 mm, 
with the following equipment: Doors shortened
at the top for slot, behind that collection box on
the door inside, sturdy wardrobe rail made of oval 
profile with 3 twist-proof sliding hooks.

Locker intermediate parts
see description in the chart

Clear opening dimensions per door:
1600/813 x 230 x 465 mm (H x W x D)

Height 1850 mm, depth 500 mm

Fire service wardrobes

Additional accessories
Upgrade available, individual helmet holder, shoe tray .........................................................................................................................................

Feet
Plastic version,
150 mm high,
height-adjustable
by approx. 10 mm,
additional charge
per locker (4 pieces)

Color Black
Locker height

+ Order no.

+ Addtl.charge 
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1. 420 420 810 810 420

 1850 1850 1850 1850 1850

 5 10 10 20 1

6 7 8 8 6

48060-105 48060-110 48060-205 48060-210 48070-210

      

1. 420 420 810 810 420

 1800 1800 1800 1800 1800

 5 10 10 20 1

   

6 7 8 8 6

48160-105 48160-110 48160-205 48160-210 48170-210

      

+
81    85

2.
487

+

+ 48270-7015

  

+ 48270-7015

Ordering steps: Dimensions and design Body / door color Options

Lockers with feet
on feet 150 mm high, depth 500 mm

Attention! Locker with integrated slope 
(order no. 8000-38) not possible

Dimensions and
design

Width

Height

Doors

Clear opening
dimensions
H x W x D

per door
269 x

251 x 475

per door
126 x

251 x 475

per door
269 x

295 x 475

per door
126 x

295 x 475

per swing flap
282 x

270 x 475

Description Laundry dispensing lockers
with central door by which the entire column of

compartments can be opened at once (e.g. for loading). 
Compartments and central doors with cylinder lock

and 2 keys, longer delivery time

Laundry collecting lockers
one swing flap at the top in the 
hinged door, hinged door with

cylinder lock and 2 keys. Laundry 
bag retaining hooks inside

Steel doors CSC

Order no.

Price 

Laundry col lect ing
and dispensing lockers

Lockers with base
on base 100 mm high, depth 500 mm

Attention! Locker with integrated slope 
(order no. 8000-38) not possible

Dimensions and
design

Width

Height

Doors

Clear opening
dimensions
H x W x D

per door
269 x

251 x 475

per door
126 x

251 x 475

per door
269 x

295 x 475

per door
126 x

295 x 475

per swing flap
282 x

270 x 475

Description see above see above

Steel doors CSC

Order no.

Price 

Accessories
Additional fittings, locks ..........................................  - 

Body and door color (see end of catalog for color overview)

Please choose ............................. 

Laundry bags
made of 100% polyester,
with 4 hanging loops,
Packaging unit:
5 pieces

Design White

+ Order no.

+ Addtl.charge 

Order no. 48170-210Order no. 48060-205 

S 3000 EVOLO
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+
81    85

2.
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1. 420 810

 1800 1800

 1 x 400 2 x 400

 10 20

6 8

48020-1210 48020-2210

   

+

+ 4800-1210 + 4800-2210

   

1. 420 810

 1850 1850

 1 x 400 2 x 400

 10 20

 6 8

 48010-1210 48010-2210

   

Accessories
Additional fittings, locks ..........................................  - 

Body and door color (see end of catalog for color overview)

Please choose ..............................

Order no. 48010-1210  

CSC = color surcharge code number

Laptop lockers

Lockers with base
on base 100 mm high, depth 500 mm.
Clear opening dimensions per door:
148 x 330 x 478 mm (H x W x D)

Dimensions and
design

Width

Height

Compartments

Compartments

Steel doors CSC

Order no.

Price 

Electrification of 
all compartments*
Each compartment with 
1 earthed socket 230V

+ Order no.

+ Addtl.charge 

Lockers with feet
on feet 150 mm high, depth 500 mm.
Clear opening dimensions per door:
148 x 330 x 478 mm (H x W x D)

Dimensions and
design

Width

Height

Compartments

Compartments

Steel doors CSC

Order no.

Price 

The S 3000 Evolo laptop lockers offer:
■  The solution for the secure and space-saving storage 

of 10 or 20 laptops, notebooks, or tablets

■  Optionally with power connection in each compartment (installation 
position always on the left, incl. cabinet connection cable)

■   Sturdy steel construction with high-quality enamel coating

■  Sub-frame alternatively with feet or base

■  Door mounted on a sturdy swivel-rod hinge on the right

■  Each door with cylinder lock and 2 keys

■  Convenient doorstop silencers for pleasant closing behavior

Sub-frame
with feet

Sub-frame
with base

Steel fronts Electrification 
(optional)

* For sockets to be used outside of Germany, please indicate the country of use (e.g. CH/Switzerland) and ask about prices
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1. 620 920 1220

 1950 1950 1950

 4 6 8

 5 6 7

8170-402 8170-602 8170-802

    

1. 460 460

 1950 1950

 30 20

98 x 190 x 180 158 x 190 x 180

 9 8

80700-201 80700-203

   

1. 460 460

 770 770

 12 8

98 x 190 x 180 158 x 190 x 180

 5 5

80700-231 80700-233

   

1. 2. +

2.
487

  

  

  

  

  

+
47

Order no. 80700-203

Space-saving lockers,  safe deposit  box 
and smal l  compartment lockers

Space-saving lockers
in sturdy, high-quality design, all doors
hinged with sturdy strap hinges, cylinder 
lock standard with 2 keys, 1 shelf inside at 
the top, wardrobe rail with 2 hooks
below it, compartment width only 150 mm, 
depth 500 mm

Dimensions and
design

Width

Height

Compartments

Clear opening 
dimensions H x W x D

per door: 
1825 x 105 x 460

 CSC

Order no.

Price 

Small compartment lockers
with base
every compartment with cylinder lock
and 2 keys, base in color of the body,
depth 200 mm

Dimensions and
design

Width

Height

Compartments

Clear opening 
dimensions H x W x D

 CSC

Order no.

Price 

Small compartment lockers
wall-mounted 
every compartment with cylinder lock 
and 2 keys, depth 200 mm

Dimensions and
design

Width

Height

Compartments

Clear opening 
dimensions H x W x D

 CSC

Order no.

Price 

Ordering steps: Dimensions and design Body / door color Options

Body and door color
Please select (see end of catalog for color overview)  ................................................................................................

  

Accessories
Door opening limiter, only for space-saving lockers ..............................................................................................................................................

S  4000 INTRO
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1. 320 620 920

 1950 1950 1950

 11 22 33

 7 9 11

8170-111 8170-211 8170-311

    

+
48    51

1. 460 460

1130 1130

18 12

98 x 190 x 180 158 x 190 x 180

7 7

80700-221 80700-223

  

  

  

  

  

  

Order no. 8170-602

Order no. 8170-311

Number plates optionally 
available, see page 182

All small-compartment lockers (includ-
ing the model with base) are intended 
for wall mounting due to their depth. 
Customer must provide accessories for 
wall mounting suitable for the respec-
tive walls.

All spacing-saving lockers and 
safe deposit box lockers with 
louvers in the rear panel and 
20 mm wall spacer (absolute 
body depth approx. 480 mm)

Safe deposit box lockers
with 1, 2 or 3 x 11 compartments, doors
shortened (e. g. for letter drop) with label holder
made  of plastic and cylinder lock with 2 keys,
locker on black gray base,
depth 500 mm

Dimensions and
design

Width

Height

Compartments

Clear opening 
dimensions H x W x D

with door closed: 23 x 250 x 460, 
with door open: 150 x 230 x 460

 CSC

Order no.

Price 

CSC = color surcharge code number

Accessories
Additional fittings, locks .................................  - 

  

Order no. 8170-111


